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Description and analysis of low-frequency fluctuations in vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
with isotropic optical feedback by a distant reflector
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We analyze theoretically and experimentally the polarization dynamics of vertical-cavity surface-emitting
lasers exposed to isotropic optical feedback. The theoretical investigations are based on a model that takes into
account different inversion populations for charge carriers with opposite spin. In the deterministic case, we
observe toruslike synchronized low-frequency fluctuations of one or both polarization modes in the vicinity of
the solitary laser threshold, depending on the parameters and initial conditions. Both in experiment and in
simulations including spontaneous emission noise, asymmetric low-frequency fluctuations are observed above
and below the solitary laser threshold as well as a transition to coherence collapse further above threshold. The
amount of excitation of polarization degrees of freedom and thus the occurrence of simultaneous low-
frequency fluctuations of both polarization modes is shown to depend on the magnitude of the dichroism. Apart
from the correlation properties on the external-cavity time scale, we find a good qualitative agreement between
experiments and simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers~VCSELs! are
strong competitors to conventional edge-emitting semic
ductor lasers for optical communication systems and o
applications. Due to their unique geometry, they emit in
single longitudinal mode, have low threshold currents, c
be very tightly focused into optical fibers and mass produ
in two-dimensional arrays. However, the sensitivity of
VCSEL to optical feedback, which arises inevitably from a
surface in the path of the emitted optical beam, is com
rable to that of edge-emitting lasers~see, for example, Refs
@1–3#!. Moreover, feedback influences not only the amp
tude and the phase of the output field but also the polar
tion state@4–6#. This vulnerability to polarization instabili-
ties is due to the fact that the polarization anisotropy o
VCSEL is only weak because of the circular geometry of
active zone.

Some previous investigations were aimed at using opt
feedback to control the polarization dynamics and/or po
ization switching. In these investigations, polarizatio
changing or polarization-selective optical elements were
corporated into the feedback loop. For example, hi
frequency polarization modulation was observed in
extended cavity formed by a VCSEL and a partial reflec
with a quarter-wave plate inserted between them@6,7#.
Polarization-selective feedback is obtained by inserting a
ear polarizer in the feedback loop. In that case, switch
between orthogonal linearly polarized states is achieved
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the phase of the reflected light is modulated@5,8#. Theoreti-
cal investigations of this situation explained the observ
phenomena@8,9#. Different kinds of complex behavior aris
via the interplay between the intrinsic and external aniso
pies @10#. In particular, low-frequency fluctuations~LFF!
were demonstrated, which are associated with dropout
the power of the linearly polarized component of the la
field supported by the polarization-selective feedback a
with bursts in the power of the orthogonal component. It w
shown that this phenomenon takes place due to the instab
of the chaotic ‘‘scalar’’ attracting set with respect to orthog
nally polarized perturbations in the vicinity of some extern
cavity modes belonging to this set. Similar LFF~dropouts in
the mode selected by feedback accompanied by inten
bursts in the ‘‘free’’ longitudinal modes! were observed in
experiments@11# and numerical simulations@12# on edge-
emitting lasers.

In this paper we consider theoretically and experimenta
the influence of isotropic feedback on the dynamics o
VCSELs, i.e., the feedback acts equally upon both ortho
nally polarized components of the laser field. An importa
characteristic of the feedback-induced temporal instabili
is that they are often accompanied bypolarization instabili-
ties, i.e., the particularities related to the vector properties
light are important. A proper understanding of the polariz
tion fluctuations is very important from a practical point
view to control them or to use them in an advantageous w
Differences and similarities to the dynamics of multimo
edge-emitting lasers are discussed.

Some aspects of the dynamics in a VCSEL with isotro
optical feedback were studied previously in a limited regi
of parameters@4,13,14#. In Ref. @4# the existence of LFF and
their close connection to polarization dynamics were dem
strated experimentally below the solitary laser thresho
One of the two orthogonal field components was domin
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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and dropouts in its power were accompanied by bursts in
power of the depressed polarization mode. This regime
similar to the regime described above for VCSELs w
polarization-selective feedback. However, in the theoret
treatment LFF-like behavior was only found above the s
tary laser threshold. A transition to coherence collapse, if
laser is biased above the LFF regime, was predicted theo
cally in Ref. @4#, but was not found experimentally. Also th
connection to the predictions of another theoretical w
@14#—appearing simultaneously—was not clear. In the la
paper, simultaneous dropouts in both components were
dicted to occur. Recently, experiments yielded the possib
of both scenarios@15#. The important parameter discernin
between the different regimes was the amplitude anisotr
~the dichroism! between the two polarization components
the solitary devices. These observations are in qualita
agreement with recent numerical simulations@13#. As a third
possibility, LFF behavior was experimentally observed in
dominant polarization component, whereas the orthogo
one stays on the noise level@15#.

The aim of this paper is a detailed investigation of t
polarization dynamics of VCSELs with feedback in para
eter regions matching those used in the experimental in
tigations. In addition, the investigations cover a wider and
complementary region of laser parameters compared to R
@4,13,14# to elucidate the parameter dependence of the
namics. Changes in the dynamics due to field contributi
from multiple round-trips in the external cavity are also d
cussed.

For the theoretical studies, we use a model similar to t
developed previously for the case of polarization-selec
feedback@9#. It is based on the so-called spin-flip model f
a solitary VCSEL@16#. It takes into account the dynamics o
carrier densities with opposite spin interacting with circula
polarized intracavity fields of specific handiness. In order
describe the effects of feedback, delay terms are added t
field equations. Either a single~i.e., the first! or multiple
round-trips in the external cavity are considered. The la
might be important in a VCSEL since the external cavity c
have a quite high finesse@4#. Langevin noise terms are use
to describe spontaneous emission noise. The model equa
and an explanation of the relevant parameters are give
Sec. II.

Section III is devoted to the description of the resu
obtained by numerical integration of these equations. At fi
the deterministic case is considered. The dependence o
dynamics on the feedback level, the pump current and
intrinsic dichroism of VCSEL are elucidated. Different typ
of LFF at different levels of the pump current and optic
feedback are revealed. The influence of spontaneous e
sion noise on the LFF characteristics is studied in the sec
part of this section. Experimental results and their comp
son with the numerical results are presented in Sec. IV. S
tion V contains the overall conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

Our model of the polarization dynamics in a quantu
well VCSEL with external isotropic feedback starts from t
03380
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polarization-sensitive rate equations introduced in Ref.@16#.
They are modified to include effects of external isotrop
feedback. The axesx̂, ŷ are taken to be parallel~orthogonal,
respectively! to the principal axes of the intrinsic amplitud
and phase anisotropies, which are assumed to coincide
each other. Then the corresponding equations have the
lowing form:

d

dt
Ē5Ĝ•Ē1F̄1F̄E ,

d

dt
N̄5m̄1Ŝ•uĒu22F̄N , ~1!

where N65N6n, g5ga1 igp . Column vectors are de
noted by ‘‘̄ ’’: Ē[(E1 , E2), uĒu2[(uE1u2, uE2u2), N̄

[(N,n), m̄5(m2GN,2gsn); while matrices are denote
by ‘‘ ˆ ’’:

Ĝ5S k~11 ia!~N121! 2g

2g k~11 ia!~N221!
D

and

Ŝ52S N1 N2

N1 2N2
D .

E651/A2(Ex6 iEy), where Ex and Ey are x̂- and
ŷ-polarized components of the slowly varying amplitude
the electromagnetic field;N is the total population difference
between the conduction and valence bands;n is the differ-
ence of the population differences for the two allowed tra
sitions between magnetic sublevels;k is the mean of the
decay rates of the two linearly polarized components of
field; a is the linewidth enhancement factor;m is the nor-
malized injection current, which takes the value 1 at t
solitary laser threshold;gs is the decay rate for the differenc
in the populations of the different magnetic sublevels wh
results both from spontaneous emission and spin-flip re
ation processes;G is the decay rate of the total carrier pop
lation. We use a typical value of 1/G[te51 ns. The ampli-
tude and phase anisotropy of the cavity are denoted by
ratesga and gp . ga represents the anisotropy in the fie
decay rate~positive ga gives theŷ-polarized component a
lower threshold!; gp represents the linear birefringence of th
medium ~which gives opposite frequency shifts for the d
ferent linearly polarized fields of the solitary laser!. Often,
ga is also referred to asdichroism.

The feedbackF̄ from an external mirror taking into ac
count multiple round-trips in the external cavity can be wr
ten as

F̄~ t !52§
1

t in

12r 2
2

r 2
2 (

n51

`

~2r 2r 3!nexp~2 ivnt!Ē~ t2nt!,

~2!
5-2
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wherer 2 andr 3 are the amplitude reflectivities of the outp
VCSEL mirror and the external mirror;t in is the round-trip
time of the internal~VCSEL! cavity; t is the external-cavity
round-trip time;v is the solitary laser frequency;§ is the
coupling factor.

If only one term of sum~2! is considered, the widely use
Lang-Kobayashi approximation is recovered@17#. It is valid
for such low optical feedback that the field amplitudes res
ing from multiple round-trips in the external cavity can b
neglected in comparison to the field amplitude of the fi
round-trip. This condition is satisfied if the quantityr 2r 3
determining the ratio between the field amplitudes of thej
11)th and j th round-trips of the external cavity is sma
enough. Taking into account that the value ofr 2 is close to
unity in a VCSEL, this condition can be easily violated~cf.
also Ref.@4#!. However, the importance of the contribution
of the secondary round-trips might be influenced by effe
decreasing the effective coupling strength for an increas
number of round-trips. This might be the limited coheren
length of the laser or a decrease in mode overlap due
imperfect mode-matching optics. Hence, we will investig
both cases~single and multiple round-trips! below.

The Langevin noise sourcesF̄E[(F1 ,F2) and F̄N
[(FN ,Fn) that arise from spontaneous emission proces
have the following form:F̄65AbGN6j6(t) and F̄ (N,n)

5G/2k(F1* E16F2* E21c.c.), whereb is the spontaneou
emission factor~the fraction of the spontaneously emitte
photons that go into the lasing modes!; and j6 are two in-
dependent complex noise sources with zero mean and c
lation ^j6(t)j6* (t8)&52d(t2t8). In numerical simulations
they are represented asj6(t)5x6 /ADt, wherex6 are com-
plex Gaussian random variables~with zero mean and stan
dard deviation̂ x ix i* &52), andDt is the time interval over
which the noise is held constant.

Steady-state~monochromatic! solutions of systems~1!
and ~2! in the absence of noise are found in the formE6

5Q6e6 ic1 iVt, N5Ns , and n5ns . We present here only
linearly polarized states which are divided into two clas
polarized along thex̂ or along theŷ axis. Their steady-state
frequencies are determined from the following transcend
equations:

~2aga1gp!~21! l1V1
1

t in
@a Ref ~V!2Im f ~V!#50,

~3!

wherel 50(1) corresponds tox̂- ( ŷ-!polarized states,

f ~V!5§~12r 2
2!

r 3

r 2

expiu

11r 2r 3 expiu
,

and u52(V1v)t. Equation ~3! can be rewritten in the
following form:

~2aga1gp!~21! l1V1
s~a@r 2r 31cosu#2sinu!

11r 2
2r 3

212r 2r 3 cosu
50.

The steady inversion
03380
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Ns511
1

k S ~21! lga2
1

t in
Ref ~V! D , ns50,

the field amplitudes

Q65A1

2 S m

Ns
21D and c5 lp/2.

The maximum value of the normalized feedback stren
s85§(te /t in)(12r 2

2)(r 3 /r 2) is equal to 120. Below we
will use the non-normalized values5s8/te .

The threshold value of injection current for each stea
state is

m th511
1

k S ~21! lga2
1

t in
Ref ~V! D ~or m th5Ns!.

This results in the following values for the threshold curre
for x̂ ( ŷ! -polarized emission:

m th511
1

k S ~21! lga2
s

11r 2r 3
D . ~4!

The values of basic parameters used in numerical sim
tions are typical VCSEL parameters or—in the case of
phase and amplitude anisotropies—are taken from exp
mental measurements:k5300 ns21, r 250.9975, t in
528 fs, a55, gs520 ns21, gp56p ns21, t53 ns, §51,
Dt510 ps. The values of the other parameters are varied
are given in the text below. The choice ofa55 is justified in
Sec. IV D. The rather low spin-flip rate ofgs520 ns21 was
chosen, since for the devices under study the correla
properties of the two polarization components in the solit
laser could be modeled best by assuming a spin-flip rate
this magnitude@18#. The LFF dynamics with feedback wa
found to remain qualitatively unchanged for different sp
flip rates in the investigated range from 20 up to 100 ns21.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Deterministic dynamics

First, we study the deterministic case when no sponta
ous emission noise is considered. The threshold reduc
numerically observed is in accordance with Eq.~4!.

1. Basic phenomena

For rather small~positive! values of the dichroism, the
solitary VCSEL is bistable near threshold~both linearly po-
larized components of the laser field are stable with resp
to orthogonally polarized perturbations@18,19#!. Hence, it is
not unexpected that the feedback-induced dynamics dep
also on initial conditions: Forga50.04p ns21 and biasing
the laser at the solitary laser threshold (m51), the system
can demonstrate pulsations in theEx or in theEy component
~correspondingly, the power of theEy or Ex component tends
to zero value with evolving time! or in both field components
simultaneously in a wide region of values of feedba
strength. An example of the temporal evolution of theEx
5-3
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NAUMENKO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 033805 ~2003!
component in the situation whenEy50 is presented in Fig. 1
for the case of comparatively weak feedbacks
520 ns21). The system displays fluctuations on two tim
scales. The high-frequency component of these dynam
consists of sharp narrow pulses separated by 1 ns@Fig. 1~a!#.
Every third pulse is slightly higher than the others. A ma
feature of the radio-frequency~rf! spectrum is a comb o
equidistant peaks with a frequency separation equal to
external-cavity round-trip frequency of 1/3 GHz~Fig. 2, in-
set!. The most pronounced feature is a peak at 1 GHz~and its
harmonics!, which is presumingly due to a 1:3 synchroniz
tion of the feedback frequency and the relaxation oscillat
frequency.

Superimposed on this pulse train is a low-frequency
velope with an average period of about 28 ns@Fig. 1~b!#.
This slow modulation has approximately a harmonic sh
and is rather regular. As a consequence, there is a nar
well-defined peak in the rf spectrum at 0.036 GHz~Fig. 2!. A
detailed analysis shows that the averaged intensity does
reach the zero level in the minima of the low-frequency e
velope. In accordance with this, the total population inv
sion tends to 1~i.e., the unsaturated value at the solitary la
threshold! in the minima of the averaged intensity, but do
not reach this unit value. This dynamical state could be
terpreted as a quasiperiodic movement on a torus with
strongly pronounced frequencies: the frequency of the s
modulation and the feedback frequency synchronized w
the relaxation oscillation frequency. These features dis
guish the observed phenomenon from usual LFF in ed
emitting semiconductor lasers, which are characterized b

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the field amplitudeuExu on the short
~a! and long~b! time scales,ga50.04p ns21, s520 ns21, m51,
b50.

FIG. 2. Rf spectrum corresponding to Fig. 1.
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sudden reduction of the laser intensity~dropout! followed by
a gradual return to full power@20–22#. However, the ob-
tained behavior is similar to that observed in Refs.@23–25#.
It was interpreted as a locking phenomenon, in which
dropout events are synchronized and hence become reg
This goes along with a regular distribution of the sharp
tensity pulses during one LFF period. The appearance of
state in a VCSEL model indicates that it is a rather rob
and widespread solution of~deterministic! semiconductor la-
ser models with delayed feedback~see also the remarks i
Sec IV D!.

The toruslike behavior of they-polarized field is also ob-
tained using other initial conditions. However, it is wor
noting that the domain of its realization is rather small
weak feedback conditions. The system operates more o
on theEx component though it has a higher threshold in t
absence of feedback. Probably, this behavior is connecte
the fact that theEx mode is ‘‘more stable.’’ This is in agree
ment with the fact that in the solitary laser theEx mode also
dominates far enough above the threshold, even if the
chroism ~slightly! favors the other mode@18#. For the soli-
tary laser, it is known that this selection is due to the s
dynamics@18,19#. For strong feedback, emission of the los
favoredEy polarized component is obtained as a rule.

Pulsations in both orthogonal components observed at
same parameters are presented in Fig. 3. Here, the dyna
of theEx component are similar to that described above. T
only difference is a suppression of every third pulse on
fast time scale@Fig. 3~a!#. At these moments, pulses in theEy
component are excited, forming a pulse train with a spac
corresponding to the external-cavity round-trip time of 3 n
These dominating time scales are clearly evident in the
tocorrelation functions of the polarization components@Fig.
4~a!#. The cross-correlation function is close to zero at ze
and at 3 ns time lag and shows a correlation at time lags
ns and 2 ns@Fig. 4~b!#. The operating frequencies of the tw
orthogonal components are approximately separated by 2gp .

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the field amplitudesuExu and uEyu on
the short~a! and long~b! time scales at the same parameters as
Fig. 1 and other initial conditions.
5-4
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Their low-frequency envelopes are correlated@Fig. 3~b!#. Be-
sides this regime, there is a similar one in which theEx and
Ey components exchange the roles.

2. Dependence on feedback level

We observe a gradual distortion of the torus with incre
ing feedback level, though the main features are kept u
s5100 ns21. At the same time, the period of the low
frequency component is increased. The quasiperiodic kin
behavior in both polarization components is perturbed ea
than in the case with a single polarization component, if
feedback strength is increased. It disappears fors.80
290 ns21. In between—at intermediate feedback level
the simulations yield a kind of ‘‘intermittent’’ behavior be
tween the toruslike regime and a regime that resem
‘‘conventional’’ LFF known from edge-emitting laser
@21,22#. An example is shown in Fig. 5. Both field compo
nents demonstrate sudden dropouts of the average ampli
which are followed by recovery processes taking place
slower time scales. This means that the envelope along
LFF event gets an asymmetric shape@Fig. 5~c!# in contrast to
the toruslike regime discussed above. Dropout events in
two components occur synchronously. The intensities in
moments of dropouts are very close to a value of zero
the total population inversion reaches approximately
unity value. It is worth noting that synchronous dropouts
individual modes are experimentally observed in mu
longitudinal-mode edge-emitting lasers@26,27# demonstrat-

FIG. 4. Autocorrelation functions ofEx- ~thick line! and Ey-
~dotted line! field components~a! and their cross-correlation func
tion ~b!; parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the field amplitudesuExu and uEyu on
the short~a! and long~b! time scales and amplitudes averaged o
1 ns ~c!, s550 ns21; other parameters are the same as in Fig.
03380
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ing again the similarity of the process in both kinds of sem
conductor lasers. We would like to emphasize the followi
difference in the behavior of the two polarization comp
nents: Whereas the maximal values of^uExu& are reached as
rule just before the dropouts, the maxima of^uEyu& can be
situated between two dropout events@Fig. 5~c!#, i.e., the am-
plitude of the disfavored polarization component can de
before the power buildup in the dominant polarizati
component~and in the total power! is complete~see also
Ref. @4#!.

The average period of this kind of LFF is about three
four times higher than in the case of the toruslike state.
the parameters of Fig. 5, it is about 140 ns. During t
period there are evidently some faster modulations@see Fig.
5~b!#, which can be interpreted as the remnants of the lo
frequency envelope of the torus presented in Fig. 3~b!. On
the fast time scale, the pulsing in the two orthogonally p
larized components occurs also synchronously@Fig. 5~a!#.
However, there is anticorrelation regarding the height of
pulses, i.e., a large-amplitude pulse in theEx component is
accompanied by a small-amplitude one in theEy component
and vice versa.

3. Dependence on current, dichroism, and the influence
of multiple round-trips

If the laser is biased above the solitary laser threshold
any feedback level, LFF with sharp dropouts such as th
presented in Fig. 5 arise. If the current is increased furth
the laser dynamics is transformed into a fully develop
coherence-collapse regime, in which the almost-perio
LFF component cannot be identified anymore. The value
the current at which these transformations occur depend
the feedback level: the stronger the feedback, the higher
transition current.

For small negative values of the dichroism, theEx-field
component has a lower threshold and is stable with respe
orthogonally polarized perturbations in the solitary laser.
that case, a regime with pulsations in theEy component and
Ex50 was not obtained in the case with feedback. This
havior can be expected. The other features of the dynam
are similar to those described above. In contrast, for hig
positive values ofga (0.1–0.4p ns21) we observe at the
solitary laser threshold perfect selection of theEy compo-
nent. The system displays a toruslike regime with 1:4 s
chronization of the feedback frequency and the relaxat
oscillation frequency.

Both field components are exited only form.1 and the
corresponding regime is similar to the LFF presented in F
5. For ga50.4p ns21 the Ex component has slightly lesse
amplitude than theEy component~on average!.

For ga between 0.1 and 0.4p ns21 and moderate feedbac
strength, the transition point between torus dynamics
LFF coincides approximately with the transition from em
sion of one polarization mode to emission of both mod
For high dichroism values, the transition from the torus
gime to LFF occurs within the range of single-mode ope
tion.

When multiple round-trips in the external cavity are co
sidered, the threshold reduction becomes smaller, which

r

5-5
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NAUMENKO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 033805 ~2003!
accordance with Eq.~4!. The laser dynamics is practicall
not changed compared to the single-round-trip approxim
tion for considerably weak feedback. The value ofs at
which the two approximations give different types of beha
ior depends on the other laser parameters. For the param
used here (ga50.1p ns21, m51), instead of LFF a linearly
polarized steady state withExÞ0, Ey50 is obtained in the
interval of s 67 ns21,s,95 ns21, if r 3 is increased. At
higher levels of feedback—up tos'102 ns21—we observe
antiphased pulsations in both polarization components wi
weak modulation at the frequency close to that of the to
regime and to the asymmetric LFF frequency. For ev
higher feedback levels, the system shows LFF with partia
antiphased fast dynamics similar to the case described be

B. Stochastic dynamics

1. Basic phenomena

If spontaneous emission noise is included, the characte
laser dynamics at the solitary laser threshold (m51) changes
drastically compared to the deterministic case.

First, noise results in the stimulation of both linearly p
larized field components independently from dichroism a
initial conditions. Second, an additional frequency comp
nent appears at very low frequencies. Its period is larger t
that of the torus by three to four times.~This matches the
observations for higher feedback rates in the determini
case.! For small levels of the noise, this component is on
slightly resolved in the dynamics. The corresponding rf sp
trum contains a strongly asymmetric component in the lo
frequency domain, which is roughly similar to an 1/f -noise
spectrum. Increasing the noise destroys the synchroniza
of the feedback frequency with the relaxation oscillation f
quency on the short time scale. For example, forga
50.1p ns21 we observe a more complex structure in t
time-interval equal to the feedback delayt compared to the
four narrow equidistant pulses obtained in the determini
case@Fig. 6~a!#. The pulses become wider and acquire a k
of internal structure consisting of several closely spa
spikes. The fast oscillations are only approximately repea
with a time lag oft. The envelope is transformed into asym
metric LFF with sudden dropouts and a rather slow recov
of the laser intensity with an average period of about 117
@Fig. 6~b!#. The frequency component corresponding to
movement on the torus on intermediate time scales is alm
unresolvable for this level of noise. The spectrum in the lo
frequency domain has a rather complex structure with s
eral peaks.

These noise-induced LFF bear many similarities to de
ministic LFF obtained for higher feedback levels and
above the solitary laser threshold described above. The a
age period of these noise-induced LFF depends only slig
on the level of noise. Their period and the amplitude of
cillations in both polarization components increase for hig
values of the feedback strength. The level of noise at wh
the torus regime is transformed into asymmetric LFF
pends on the level of the feedback.~For example, for a
weaker feedback rates520 ns21, the system shows a torus
like behavior at the same noise level for the parameter
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Fig. 6.! These changes in dynamics due to the presenc
noise might be interpreted as being due to the amplifica
or excitation by the noise of an oscillating component
ready inherent to the system. We conjecture that this m
be related to the phenomenon of stochastic resonance@28#.

2. Dependence on current

An increase of the injection current leads to an increase
the frequency of the LFF. This regularity can be conside
to be a consequence of the increase of the relaxation osc
tions frequency and their damping@29# that determine the
time scale of the dynamics.

If the injection current is decreased below the thresh
value of the solitary laser, the LFF frequency decreases
expected from the above discussion. Below a certain cur
value, another regime is observed: oscillations inEx andEy
components at the short time scale become partly antiph
~Fig. 7!. After a dropout event, the amplitudes of both pola

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the field amplitudesuExu and uEyu on
the short time scale~a! and amplitudes averaged over 1 ns~b!, ga

50.1p ns21, s550 ns21, m51, b51025.

FIG. 7. IntensitiesI x[uExu2 and I y[uEyu2 averaged over 1 ns
~a! and on the short time scale~b!,~c!. Parts~b! and ~c! display a
short time interval after and before the first dropout event in~a!,
respectively.m50.93, s550 ns21; other parameters are the sam
as in Fig. 6.
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DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF LOW-FREQUENCY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A68, 033805 ~2003!
ization components oscillate in the same way as for lar
values of current, i.e., they show synchronized pulses w
strongly alternating amplitudes@Fig. 7~b!#. However, after
the recovery process, i.e., before the next dropout event
character of the oscillations is changed. The dominant c
ponent~hereEx) shows fluctuations around a nonzero me
together with some more pronounced sharp dips@Fig. 7~c!#.
The weaker polarization component~hereEy) shows a rather
regular train of large-amplitude pulses, which are separa
by the cavity round-trip time, and some fluctuations of lo
amplitude@not visible in Fig. 7~c!#. Both originate from zero
intensity level. The high-amplitude pulses in the weak co
ponent are accompanied by dips in the strong one. He
the total population inversion oscillates within rather sm
limits.

The evolution of the time-averaged amplitude of t
weaker polarization component (uEyu) displays a more pro-
nounced torus component between the dropout events@Fig.
7~a!, central event# or shows some decrease already bef
the dropout@Fig. 7~a!, left and right event#. For lower cur-
rent, the latter behavior becomes more frequent, i.e., a s
growth of uEyu occurs just after dropouts and then a slo
decrease of the amplitude takes place. This resembles
behavior obtained in Ref.@4# below the solitary laser thresh
old and more recently in Ref.@13# above the solitary lase
threshold.

If the current is decreased further, only the fast antipha
dynamics ofEx and Ey components is observed, without
strong slow modulation. The strength of the anticorrelat
increases and the amplitude of the oscillation in the car
density decreases for decreasing current values. Near th
duced threshold of the laser with feedback, alternation
tween almost stableEy emission and antiphased oscillatio
in both polarization components is found on very long tim
scales~with a period of about 14ms). At this stage, we
cannot exclude that this behavior is only a very long tra
sient to periodic oscillations or to the steady state. The tr
sitions between the regimes of stable emission or antipha
oscillations below the solitary laser threshold and the L
regime around this threshold create kinks in the tim
averaged light-current characteristics@light intnsity ~LI !
curves# characteristics~see also the discussion in Sec. IV
and Fig. 8!. An overview of the dynamical regimes observ
in the simulations for different injection currents is presen
in Fig. 8.

3. Spectral properties

The operating frequencies of the two polarization com
nents ~measured in angular frequencies! are separated by
'2gp in the solitary laser@19#. In tendency, this holds als
for the laser with feedback in the stochastic as well as in
deterministic case, since the corrections due to optical fe
back are similar for both polarization components. T
steady-state operating frequencies of the external-ca
modes are determined by Eq.~3!. They depend on the feed
back levels via f (V). In a dynamical operating conditio
with multiple external-cavity modes excited, the frequen
of the time-averaged line center depends on the mode o
of the most excited external-cavity mode and the linewi
or span depends on the number of excited modes. Both
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expected to depend on the feedback level and the injec
current. These dependencies are illustrated in Fig. 9. Fig
9~a! presents the optical spectrum for very weak feedb
~practically for the solitary laser!. The optical spectrum for a
toruslike regime ats520 ns21 is shown in Fig. 9~b!, and for
LFF at s5100 ns21 in Fig. 9~c!. It is evident that the line-
width is approximately proportional to the value ofs. The
amount of the external modes involved into the dynam
and hence the linewidth increases also with increasing pu
current. At the same time, the separation between the
quencies of the centers of mass of the spectra of the orth
nal field components becomes smaller in tendency. At t
an additional maximum near the zero frequency~the solitary
laser frequency! appears in the spectra of theEx component.
With further increasing of the pump current this maximu
disappears again. Finally, the spectra become ‘‘bell shap
As an example, a fairly broad spectrum of nearly Gauss
form obtained in the regime with fully developed coheren
collapse is shown in Fig. 9~d!.

FIG. 8. Polarization resolved~solid line, uExu mode; dotted line,
uEyu mode! and total intensity~dashed line! in dependence of the
injection current. Parameters arega50.04p ns21, s560 ns21,
other parameters are the same as in Fig. 6. The time-average
curves were calculated by changing the injection currentm step by
step and waiting some time until the transients died out. The dif
ent dynamical regimes at increasing current are the stable emis
steady state~SS!, low frequency fluctuations~LFF!, and coherence
collapse~CC!.

FIG. 9. Optical spectrum of theEx mode (Sx) andEy mode (Sy)
at ga50.04p ns21, s51025 ~a!, 20 ns21 ~b!, 100 ns21 ~c!,~d!, m
51 ~a!–~c!, 4~d!, b51025.
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4. Influence of external-cavity multiple round-trips

As in the deterministic case, contributions of multip
round-trips in the external cavity introduce qualitati
changes in the dynamics at high feedback levels. At the s
tary laser threshold, instead of LFF dynamics with dropo
of the intensity in both polarization components the follo
ing sequence of dynamical behaviors is obtained, if the fe
back strength is increased: stable emission in theEx compo-
nent, strongly antiphased almost-periodic pulsations in b
components with a period of 3 ns and with weak slow en
lope, and partially antiphased LFF are obtained (ga
50.1p ns21). The total intensity and the total populatio
inversion are almost constant when antiphased pulsations
cur. Hence, this regime is similar to the behavior obser
below the solitary laser threshold without taking into acco
multiple round-trips@similar to that presented in Fig. 7~c!#. It
may be explained by the fact that the threshold reductio
weaker for the multiple round-trips case by a factor 1/
1r 2r 3) ~see also the discussion of Fig. 11!. Taking into ac-
count multiple round-trips changes also the threshold cur
of transformation of steady states to antiphase pulsations
to LFF. Moreover, the described example shows that this
change the stability of orthogonally polarized modes giv
preference to theEx component. It is worth noting tha
changes in behavior under multiple round-trip conditions
comparison with the single round-trip approximation in t
stochastic case take place ats>55 ns21.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
TO THEORY

A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is described in Ref.@15#. For con-
venience we repeat here the most important points and
to differences and improvements in comparison to the ea
work. The VCSELs investigated are gain-guided devic
with an aperture diameter of 8mm from EMCORE Corp.
~emission wavelength in the 850 nm region!. The emission is
in the fundamental transverse mode up to more than
times the threshold current. The light is collected by an
pheric, antireflection coated lens. A nonpolarizing be
splitter directs a fraction~66%! of the output power onto a
highly reflective mirror that forms the external cavity. Fro
the mirror distance, the external-cavity round-trip time is c
culated to be 3.25 ns~taking into account the enhancement
optical path length due to the collimator and the beam sp
ter cube!.

The ratio of the light reflected back into the VCSEL
controlled by means of neutral density filters. The exter
mirror and the position of the collimation lens are adjusted
minimize the threshold of the compound system. In the
sence of another criterion this is regarded as the conditio
best mode-matching achievable in the experiment. It is c
sistent with the observation made by inspection with the
that there is a focus of the output beam in the plane of
feedback mirror.

Low-bandwidth detectors are used to monitor the tim
averaged, polarization resolved light-current characteris
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Polarization resolved time series are obtained by mean
avalanche photodiodes~APD, 1.8 GHz analog bandwidth!
and a digital oscilloscope~1.1 GHz analog bandwidth, sam
pling interval 125 ps!. For spectral measurements, in som
cases pin photodiodes in conjunction with an amplifier w
used with a bandwidth of about 10 GHz.

For a very limited set of experiments, a digitizing osc
loscope with a bandwidth of 6 GHz~sampling interval 50 ps!
was available. If the pin photodiodes are to be used for m
surements with the oscilloscope, they need to be amplifie
20 db amplification was achieved by a microwave amplifi
with a bandwidth of about 20 GHz. However, these ampl
ers do not transmit low frequencies so that the dc inform
tion is lost. Hence, these data were mainly used for de
mining the correlation properties between the polarizat
components. Also the signal height was only sufficient
reliable information in the coherence collapse regime, if
output of the laser had a sufficiently high amplitude.

The optical spectrum is measured with a scanning Fab
Perot interferometer with a finesse of 200 and a free spec
range of 46 GHz.

The effective dichroism and birefringence parameters
extracted from optical or rf spectra of the free-running d
vices in the manner described in Refs.@30,31#. The reported
results stem from two devices, which show a rather h
~device 1, ga'2p3(4, . . . ,4.4) ns21, gp'p314 ns21)
and a rather low dichroism ~device 2, ga'p
3(0.1, . . . ,0.4) ns21, gp'p36 ns21), respectively. The
dichroism values can be tuned to some amount by vary
the substrate temperature~the birefringence changes only b
about 1 GHz for a temperature change of 50 K!.

B. LI curves

Figure 10 shows the polarization resolved~a! and the total
LI curve ~b! of device 2 at a feedback level of abou
210 db. The dichroism of the device is tuned in such a w
that the two polarization components are nearly on an eq
footing at threshold in the free-running laser. Both modes
excited on average@18#. The width of the peaks in the optica
spectrum indicates that there is still a slight preference
the high-frequency mode. However, the difference in wid
is at the limits of the experimental resolution (ga&p
30.1 ns21).

From the curves of the total power, the threshold red
tion is apparent. At the solitary laser threshold (I theor.
52.98 mA) there is indication for a kink, i.e., the slope
the LI curve changes. At higher currents the LI curve of t
laser with feedback tends to the one of the solitary laser

The polarization resolved LI curves demonstrate that
low currents~up to about 3.15 mA! the high-frequency mode
is slightly dominating, whereas the low-frequency one tak
over afterwards. This matches roughly the behavior enco
tered in the solitary laser: Both modes are excited ab
equally ~on average! at threshold, but above threshold th
high-frequency mode is continuously depleted to ze
~within a current interval of about 0.25 mA! and the low-
frequency mode is strongly dominating@18#.
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DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF LOW-FREQUENCY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A68, 033805 ~2003!
A somehow similar behavior was obtained in the simu
tions ~see Fig. 8!. In the LFF regime both modes are excite
on average with approximately equal power. At increas
current, also a slight kink is observed in the total outp
power before the system transits into the coherence colla
regime. This kink is located at'm51.1. However, this kink
is not so pronounced as that observed at the solitary l
threshold in the experiments and it appears at slightly hig
injection current. At increasing current, theEx mode~i.e., the
mode with lower optical frequency! is strongly dominating
in the simulations. This is in accordance with the experim
tal results. The kink observed in the simulated LI curve at
transition from stable emission to LFF~see Fig. 8,m'0.9) is
not observed in the experiments. This is due to the fact
in the experiments the dynamical regime of stable emiss
at the reduced threshold does not appear.

C. Threshold reduction

The threshold reduction in dependence on feedback l
and substrate temperature was studied in detail in devic
Figure 11 shows the observed threshold reduction versus
~amplitude! reflectivity of the external reflector. The norma
ized threshold reduction

Dmexpt.:5
DI

I th
~5!

increases monotonically with increasing feedback stren
and reaches nearly 13% for the maximum value of feedb

FIG. 10. Light-current characteristic for VCSEL with low d
chroism in the presence of feedback:~a! polarization-resolved
~dashed line, high-frequency mode corresponding toEy ; solid line,
low-frequency mode corresponding toEx); ~b! total power~solid
line, with feedback; dashed line, solitary laser for comparison!. Pa-
rameters: device 2;T563 °C, ga&p30.1 ns21, gp'p36 ns21,
threshold current of solitary laserI th52.98 mA, r 350.33, thresh-
old reduction 6.4%.
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achievable in our setup (r 350.67,R35r 3
250.45). The

threshold reduction depends weakly on the device temp
ture ~span of only 0.5% in the temperature interval betwe
20 °C and 60 °C) and reaches a maximum of 13.5%~for the
strongest feedback! at a temperature of 43 °C. This poin
coincides with the minimum threshold condition, i.e., at th
point the gain spectrum and the cavity resonance are o
mally aligned.

The lines depicted in Fig. 11 denote the prediction of E
~4! in the single round-trip approximation~dashed line! and
taking all round-trips into account~solid line!. It is apparent
that the feedback reduction obtained in the experimen
substantially lower than the theoretical prediction. One p
sible reason is imperfect mode matching, which might res
from imperfect optics or a suboptimal beam quality of t
VCSEL. The latter might be due to the fact that in th
VCSELs under study proton implantation is used to defi
the active area, i.e., they are nominally gain guided and
build-in index-guiding provides a strong mode confineme

However, it has to be kept in mind that the thresho
reduction defined experimentally@Eq. ~5!# and the theoretica
value @Eq. ~4!# cannot be compared directly, sinceI 50 de-
notes zero current, whereasm50 denotes transparency~e.g.,
Ref. @19#!. Comparing the normalized equations given he
and the original equations~e.g., in Ref.@32#!, the following
relationship betweenI andm is obtained:

m;S h i

qV
I 2

1

te
NtrD . ~6!

Here, Ntr denotes the transparency carrier density,q is the
elementary charge,h i is the internal quantum efficiency, an
V is the mode volume. Hence, the threshold reduction in
‘‘theoretical’’ scaling expressed by the experimentally me
sured current values is given by

m2m th

m th
5

I 2I th

I th2
qV

h ite
Ntr

. ~7!

FIG. 11. Threshold reduction normalized to the threshold c
rent in dependence on the~amplitude! reflectivity of the external
reflector. Parameters: device 1;T520 °C, threshold current of soli-

tary laser I th54.85 mA, ga5p34 ns2
1
, gp'p314 ns2

1
. The

lines denote the prediction of Eq.~4! in the single round-trip ap-
proximation ~dashed line! and taking all round-trips into accoun
~solid line!. The value ofr 2 is the same as that taken in Sec. II. Th
triangles denote experimental m easurements using Eq.~5! for nor-
malization, the squares using Eq.~7! ~see text for further explana
tion!.
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NAUMENKO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 033805 ~2003!
Obviously, the correction is negligible if the transparen
currentqV/(h ite)Ntr is much smaller than the threshold cu
rent. This is the case in lasers with a low finesse cavity wh
often holds for edge-emitting lasers. However, in a VCS
the correction might be substantial due to the high-qua
factor of the cavity. Taking the valuete51 ns assumed be
fore in the simulations, and literature values from Ref.@32#
(h i50.8, Ntr51.831018 cm23 for GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8As quan-
tum wells of 8 nm width,V51.056310212 cm3 for a laser
with an effective cavity length of 1.17mm, radius of 4mm,
and a longitudinal confinement factor of 0.021!, the experi-
mentally measured values can be rescaled. The resulting
points are depicted as squares in Fig. 11. It is apparent
the agreement between experiment and theory can be
proved by taking into account a finite value of the transp
ency current. However, quantitative considerations rem
difficult, since many of the parameters used above mi
differ in our device and a direct measurement is not poss
with the methods at our hand. Hence, we will use Fig.
only as a rough guideline for identifying the feedback lev
appropriate for comparing experimental and simulated t
series.

D. Low dichroism case: Dynamics

In Fig. 12, typical polarization resolved time series of t
dynamics obtained in the LFF regime for a laser with a l

FIG. 12. Time series of the polarization resolved power~dashed
line, high-frequency mode corresponding toEy ; solid line, low-
frequency mode corresponding toEx). Parameters,T563 °C, r 3

50.33, threshold current of solitary laserI th52.98 mA, threshold

reduction 6.4%, ga&p30.1 ns2
1
, gp'p36 ns2

1
and ~a! I

52.89 mA (mexpt.50.97), ~b! I 52.98 mA (mexpt.51). The time
trace of the mode with the higher frequency is shifted by th
vertical units~a! and seven vertical units~b!.
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dichroism ~device 2! are displayed. As discussed in Se
IV B in conjunction with the LI curves, both polarizatio
components are excited on average. However, they show
namics on two different time scales. The output consists
pulses whose amplitude is modulated by a low-freque
envelope. As it is evident from the figure, the low-frequen
envelope consists of power drops followed by a slow rec
ery. The characteristic features of this time trace resemble
shape of typical LFF occurring in edge-emitting semicond
tor lasers ~e.g., Refs.@33#, and references therein!. The
power builds up on a time scale of some tens of nanoseco
and then drops suddenly. The underlying structure of t
slow dynamics consists of peaks of increasing height wh
are separated by the external-cavity round-trip tim
('3.3 ns).

The rf spectrum shows peaks at multiples of the extern
cavity frequency and a strong peak around 30 MHz cor
sponding to the LFF~Fig. 13!, which is an indication for
rather periodic dynamics on the slow timescale. The rf sp
tra are virtually identical for the two components except
the fact that theEx component has a slightly higher ampl
tude.

In between the large-amplitude pulses separated by
external-cavity round-trip time, peaks of lower amplitude e
ist. The separation of the latter ones is less than 1 ns.
corresponding frequency is at the limit of the bandwidth
our experimental setup, thus we cannot give definite inf
mation on their exact temporal development. The rf spec
~Fig. 13! clearly demonstrate that there is dynamics on ti
scales below 1 ns.

A detailed experimental investigation of the frequen
and strength of the LFF in dependence on the injection c
rent is shown in Fig. 14. The frequency of the LFF increa
approximately linearly in their existence region@from 8 to 50
MHz, see Fig. 14~a!#. As depicted in Fig. 14~b!, the ampli-
tude of the LFF peaks reaches a maximum around the thr
old of the solitary laser. Afterwards it decreases again. At
same time dropouts become more frequent until sin
events cannot be distinguished anymore. Here, the l
reaches the regime of coherence collapse. This regim
discussed further in Sec. IV E.

The observed behavior in the LFF regime close to
solitary laser threshold disagrees strongly with the pred
tions of a quasiperiodic locked state for a deterministic s
tem ~Figs. 1 and 2! but matches well the prediction of th
numerical simulations including noise in many respects. T
results presented in Fig. 12~b! need to be compared with th

e

FIG. 13. Polarization resolved rf spectra in logarithmic sc
~dashed line,Ey ; solid line,Ex). Parameters as in Fig. 12~b!.
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DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF LOW-FREQUENCY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A68, 033805 ~2003!
numerically obtained ones presented in Fig. 6, which
obtained for comparable parameters~see Sec. IV C for a dis-
cussion of the feedback strength!. In the experiment and in
the simulations, both polarization components are excited
average. The one favored by the dichroism of the solit
laser has a slightly higher amplitude~below and around the
solitary laser threshold!. Both polarization modes underg
LFF with an asymmetric shape, i.e., a sudden power dro
followed by a slow recovery. The dropout events occur
multaneously in both components. The frequency of the L
increases in both cases with current until single events c
not be distinguished anymore and the regime of cohere
collapse is reached. However, in tendency the frequenc
lower in simulations than in the experiment.

The tendency of an increase of the frequency of the L
cycles with increasing current is also found in the simu
tions. Depending on the parameters, this frequency is on
erage about a factor 3–4 smaller in the simulations. Also,
frequency of the cycles is of less regularity than in the
periment. We should note, however, that the frequency of
LFF cycles in the experiment is close to the slow frequen
of the torus observed in the simulations. The question of
relationship between the period of the LFF cycles in
experiments and in the simulations requires further inve
gations.

LFF characterized by the simultaneous dropout of b
polarization components were first predicted in Ref.@14# for
a VCSEL with isotropic feedback and a small dichroism~in-
vestigated value ofga50.13109 s21). They were also
found in Ref. @13# and termed ‘‘type-I LFF.’’ Both papers
report the occurrence of this kind of LFF only for injectio
currents above and at the threshold of the solitary la
whereas we observed them in the experiment also below
solitary laser threshold. With a value of the linewidth e
hancement factor ofa53 ~as used in Refs.@13,14#! we were
not able to obtain LFF below the solitary laser threshold
numerical simulations even if noise was included. Also
dropouts in the LFF above threshold were not very p
nounced for this choice ofa.

FIG. 14. Frequency~a! and amplitude~b! of LFF peak in power
spectrum in dependence on current. Triangles denote theEy mode;
squares denote theEx mode. Parameters are as in Fig. 12.
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Only, if the linewidth enhancement factor was increas
to about 5, this became a robust feature of the dynam
This numerical observation motivated the choice ofa55 in
the simulations presented above, although this value is o
regarded to be quite high for a quantum well device. Ma
authors obtain values ofa52.5, . . . ,3~e.g., Refs.@30,34#!,
however also values of 5 were measured@35#. Hence, we do
not consider the value used as being unreasonable as lo
we do not have an independent measure. We remark that
the quasiperiodic locked state occurs only fora*5. This
matches the reports of Refs.@23,25# on edge-emitting lasers
in which a value ofa56 is used. It is tempting to conjectur
that the occurrence of noise-induced LFF below the solit
laser threshold is somehow linked to the existence of
locked state, but we cannot say anything definite at
present stage of the investigations.

On the fast time scales, the dynamics is characterized
pulsing on the external-cavity round-trip scale ('3.3 ns)
and a nanosecond and subnanosecond scale~see Fig. 12!.
This is true both in the experiment and in the simulations
is also well known for edge-emitting lasers@20,22,25,26# and
was predicted before for VCSELs with isotropic feedba
@4,13,14#. The previous experimental investigations in R
@4# gave only indirect evidence in the spectral domain.

For a more detailed analysis, Fig. 15~a! displays the auto-
correlation function of the time series of the two polariz
tions. It is apparent that the external-cavity round-trip time
the most prominent feature. The slower modulation cor
sponds to the LFF cycle. It is apparent that some correla
on the round-trip time scale survives for more than one L
cycle. In an autocorrelation function calculated over a la

FIG. 15. ~a! Autocorrelation functions~dashed line, high-
frequency mode; solid line, low-frequency mode! and ~b! cross-
correlation function of the two polarization components. The cor
lation functions are calculated for a 50-ms-long time series via the
Wiener-Khintchin theorem. The times series was divided in 50 s
ments and the resulting correlation functions were averaged@36#.
Parameters are as in Fig. 12~b!.
5-11
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time series~thus averaging over many LFF events!, there are
no pronounced features on a nanosecond or subnanose
time scale indicating that the pulsing on the very fast sca
is quite irregular and different from LFF event to LFF eve
~some oscillations survive if the autocorrelation function
calculated over only one or a few LFF cycles!. This meets
observations in edge-emitting lasers@22#.

The correlation properties between the two polarizat
components are also of obvious interest. The cro
correlation function@Fig. 15~b!# is also dominated by the
external cavity and the LFF time scale. The fact that
overall correlation is positive around time lag zero refle
the fact that the average evolves rather synchronously in
polarization components during a LFF event. The recurre
of the correlation at a time lag of632 ns reflects that the
average behavior in subsequent LFF is similar. Super
posed on this slowly varying envelope are negative spi
indicating anticorrelation. Anticorrelation is in accordan
with the impression got by visual inspection of the time s
ries. A closer inspection shows that the negative spi
around time lag zero have a substructure indicating a m
complicated behavior. Indeed, looking through the time
ries, one can find examples of other correlation behavi
Examples are shown in Fig. 16.

To start with, Fig. 16~a! shows the enlargement of a pa
of Fig. 12~b!. In the time window between 8 and 20 ns bo
polarization components are characterized by a sequenc
pulses separated byt, which are interleaved. In addition
low-amplitude pulses exist and occur partly at the same t
as a large-amplitude pulse in the other polarization com
nent, but can be also displaced. Between 20 and 30 ns
pulses of the high-frequency mode occur within a 3.3
interval between two pulses of the low-frequency mode.

In Fig. 16~b! more or less every pulse in one mode
accompanied by a pulse in the other mode, but the hei
show a strong anticorrelation. A coincidence between m
pulses in the two polarization components is also apparen
Fig. 16~c!. Now the pulses are even of nearly the same he
so that one should speak of a rather synchronized beha

Finally, in Fig. 16~d! the behavior changes over the dur
tion of the LFF cycle. While the pulses are correlated at
beginning ~0–15 ns!, they are anticorrelated at later time
~15–43 ns!. The two last pulses~45–48 ns! are again corre-
lated.

Evidence for anticorrelated as well as correlated beha
can be obtained also from the cross-power spectrum,

C~ f !5 Ĩ x~ f ! Ĩ y* ~ f !, ~8!

where the tilde denotes the Fourier transform. In this unn
malized form, a positive value denotes correlation, a ne
tive one denotes anticorrelation. After a normalization
Au Ĩ x( f )u2u Ĩ y( f )u2 one obtains directly a correlation factor b
tween21 and 1 in dependence of frequency. In Fig. 17,
unnormalized cross-power spectrum is shown since we w
to compare it with the power spectra of the individual pol
ization components.

One prominent feature in Fig. 17~a! is the peak around 30
MHz. It is present in both polarization components and r
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resents the LFF dynamics. The cross-power spectrum h
positive value at this frequency, indicating correlation~about
0.8 in normalized units!. This reflects the synchronous LF
dynamics in both polarizations. For even lower frequenc
there is a low-frequency shoulder which might be also pa
due to technical noise. This is anticorrelated in the polari
tion components. Anticorrelation at low frequencies is
very well-known feature in free-running VCSELs~e.g.,
Refs.@18,37–39#!.

The power spectrum in the vicinity of the external-cav
round-trip time displays actually a two-peaked structure@see
the central structure in Fig. 17~a! and the enlargement in Fig
17~b!#. This is also present in Fig. 13 but is not so obvio
because of the logarithmic scale used there. The broader
peak is centered around 0.305 GHz, which is the inverse
the external-cavity round-trip time of 3.25 ns. The sharp

FIG. 16. Examples of single LFF events out of a time series
50 ms ~dashed line, high-frequency mode; solid line, low-frequen
mode!. Parameters are as in Fig. 12~b!. ~b! and~c! show LFF events
following each other.
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other peak is centered around 0.327 GHz~its position de-
pends slightly on the current level!. At the frequency of the
external-cavity round-trip, the dynamics is anticorrelat
~correlation factor about20.8), whereas it is correlated a
the other peak~correlation factor about 0.7!. At the present
stage of the investigations, we cannot give a further interp
tation of this behavior. We remark that a splitting of th
peaks at the external-cavity round-trip time was obser
also in Ref.@4# and was conjectured to result from a mixin
of the external-cavity round-trip frequency with a low
frequency oscillation. In our case, the splitting has a sim
order of magnitude as the frequency of the LFF peak~about
5–10 MHz smaller! and the same current dependence. T
gives some support to the idea that the double structure
sults from a nonlinear mixing process of the external rou
trip frequency and the LFF frequency. A splitting of th
peaks at the external-cavity round-trip frequency is a
known from edge-emitting lasers with feedback@40,41#. In
Ref. @40# it was explained as being due to correlations b
tween different external-cavity modes with slightly differe
losses. The relationship between the two proposed expl
tions remains open at the moment.

A double-peak-like structure at the external-cavity fr
quency is also observed in the cross-spectral densities o
simulated time traces~Fig. 18!. The visibility of the double
peak in the power spectra of the polarization modes depe
on the feedback strengths. Also in the simulations, the pea
at the external-cavity resonance shows anticorrelation
the shifted peak correlation, respectively. However,
cross-correlation function of the modes in the time dom

FIG. 17. Power spectrum of polarization components~short-
dashed line, high-frequency mode; solid line, low-frequency mo!
and cross-power spectrum~dashed line!. ~b! is an expansion of~a!
around the external-cavity round-trip frequency. The power sp
trum is calculated from a 50-ms-long time series. The times serie
was divided in 50 segments and the resulting power spectra w
averaged@36#. Parameters are as in Fig. 12~b!.
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shows correlated dynamics at the external-cavity round-
time and a strong correlation~about 0.5 in normalized val-
ues! at zero time lag.

The correlation behavior between different longitudin
modes was heavily debated in edge-emitting semicondu
lasers with feedback@26,42–44# and has possible implica
tions for the role of multimode emission in creating a LF
event@26#. The possibility of in-phase and out-of-phase d
namics within a single LFF period was obtained before
numerical simulations of a multimode extension of the Lan
Kobayashi equations for external-cavity edge-emitting la
diodes@44#, and, very recently, for the polarization modes
a VCSEL with feedback@13#. Experimentally, a change o
the correlation behavior was indeed observed in multimo
edge-emitting lasers@26#; however, the synchronized regim
was found in a small time slot just before a LFF event.

Our numerical results agree quite well with the results
Ref. @44# for edge-emitting lasers and Ref.@13# for VCSELs.
Due to the variety of behaviors observed in the experimen
is not straightforward to compare the experimentally o
served correlation properties with the results of the numer
simulations. The behavior found in Fig. 16~b! ~synchronous
pulses with an antiphase behavior in their height! agrees
most closely to the typical behavior found in the simulation
However, antiphase behavior on the time scale of the ex
nal cavity appears to play a somehow more pronounced
in the experiment than in the simulations. We conclude t
from an experimental point of view we cannot give a defin
answer on the correlation properties within a single L
cycle but have to restrict to the features apparent in the l
time average discussed above. From a statistical poin
view, the long time average indicates a preference for a
correlated dynamics at the external-cavity round trip f
quency@see Figs. 15~b! and 17~b!#. This is in contrast to the
correlation properties of the dynamics in the simulatio
where on the long time average strong correlation is
tained. Probably, stochastic effects are very important in
experiment.

Also the question, whether very close to threshold pur
antiphase oscillations at the external-cavity round-trip ti
~without low-frequency component! exist, remains open
from the experimental point of view. Directly at the reduc
lasing threshold the laser output power is already fluctuat
but it is difficult to recognize a characteristic structure. T

c-

re

FIG. 18. Cross-power spectrum. Parameters are as in Fig. 6
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amplitude of the fluctuations grows continuously, if the c
rent is increased. At about 2% above threshold, the L
structure becomes discernible. Antiphase oscillations be
the solitary laser threshold were also obtained in a differ
VCSEL model@4#. Also in that case, no clear experiment
proof could be given.

E. Transition to coherence collapse

In the coherence collapse regime, the experimentally
served time series appears to be quite irregular and oscil
about a nonzero mean~see Fig. 5 of Ref.@15#!. However, one
needs to be aware of the fact that most of the dynamics
the bandwidth of the APDs. Measurements of the rf spectr
with the pin photodiodes show a broad spectrum with sup
imposed peaks at multiples of the external-cavity round-
frequency. Far enough beyond threshold, the spectrum
tends to 10 GHz~and possibly above!. The autocorrelation
and cross-correlation functions of the two polarization co
ponents measured with a bandwidth of 6 GHz are show
Fig. 19. Clearly, the external-cavity round-trip time of abo
3.3 ns is still a dominant feature of the dynamics. In the ti
series, irregular oscillations on the sub-nanosecond scale
present which, however, do not appear in autocorrela
functions calculated over large time intervals. This indica
that the dynamics on the faster time scales are highly irre
lar. This meets observations in edge-emitting laser obtai
by streak-camera measurements@22,26#. The prevalence of
the external-cavity round-trip time even in the coheren
collapse regime was also noted in edge-emitting lasers@41#.
The dynamics of the two polarization components are n
anticorrelated at the external-cavity round-trip frequen
~Fig. 19!. The strength of the anticorrelation increases
increasing current and reaches values less than20.9 in fully
developed coherence collapse.

In the simulations, the dynamics are correlated at
external-cavity round-trip frequency in the regime of coh
ence collapse. Since in the experiments the dynamics
clearly anticorrelated also in this dynamical regime, one
speak of a clear discrepancy regarding the correlation p

FIG. 19. Autocorrelation~short-dashed line, high-frequenc
mode; solid line, low-frequency mode! and cross correlation~short-
dashed line! of the time series of polarization components. T
correlation function is calculated from a 50ms ~bandwidth 6 GHz!
long time series divided into 50 segments. Parameters are co
rable to those in Fig. 12, butr 350.67, threshold current of solitar
laser I th52.99 mA, threshold reduction 10.6%,I 53.4 mA (mexpt.

51.14).
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erties between experiments and simulations.
We remark that coherence collapse in VCSELs with fe

back was observed by purely spectral measurements be
@1,45#, but these works did not consider polarization prop
ties. On the other hand, in Ref.@4# a transition to a stable
state ~and no coherence collapse! was observed in experi
ments, if the current was increased above the LFF regi
whereas the theoretical results presented in Ref.@4# predicted
indeed the transition to a coherence collapse regime. He
we consider our measurements presented in Ref.@15# and
here in connection with the theoretical treatment as help
to clarify the situation. Indeed, coherence collapse appea
be a robust feature of the dynamics of VCSELs with fee
back.

F. Influence of dichroism

In Fig. 20, a time series obtained with a VCSEL with
large dichroism is shown. The dominant polarization mo
displays LFF behavior, whereas the power in the polarizat
corresponding to the mode with higher optical frequency
mains on the spontaneous emission level. The time-avera
optical spectrum shows one lasing mode and filtered spo
neous emission around the frequency of the nonlasing m
The nonlasing peak is not amplified with respect to the c
without feedback.

The LFF exist in a current range from slightly above t
reduced threshold of the compound system to about 0.1
beyond the threshold of the solitary laser. Above that val
coherence collapse is encountered. The properties of the
do not seem to deviate from those in the low dichroism ca

In the simulations an increase of the dichroism betwe
the two polarization components increases the difference
tween the average amplitudes of the polarization com
nents. Thus, for the case of a very strong dichroi
(ugau54p ns21), the intensity of theEy component, which
is favored by dichroism, is more than 53104 times larger
than the intensity of theEx component even if spontaneou
emission noise is included. In the experiment, it cannot
clearly said whether the weak mode exhibits fluctuations
an intensity level that is several orders of magnitude sma
than the intensity of the dominating mode, since this spa
beyond the dynamic range of the measurement system.

a-

FIG. 20. Time series of the polarization resolved power fo
VCSEL with a large dichroism~device 1; dashed line, high
frequency mode; solid line, low-frequency mode!. Parameters,T
520 °C, r 350.33, threshold current of solitary laserI th

54.85 mA, threshold reduction 8%,ga52p34 ns21, gp'p
314 ns21, andI 54.59 mA (mexpt.50.95).
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With noise, the system is in a state of stable emission
the Ey mode at the reduced threshold, whereas theEx com-
ponent remains on the noise level. At increasing current,
still below the solitary laser threshold, the dynamics chan
to LFF as in the case of small dichroism. After an dropo
event, also theEx mode is excited and its intensity increas
and reaches a maximum when the recovery process of
dominatingEy mode is finished. After that, theEx mode is
depleted and remains off until the next dropout event. In
deterministic case, the dominating mode exhibits torus
dynamics and the weak mode remains off all the time~even
in the low-power periods of the dominating mode!. Depend-
ing on the magnitude ofs andm the torus is disturbed with
a tendency to an asymmetric— LFF-like—shape. These
merical observations indicate that neither the toruslike
the LFF-like dynamics depend on the excitation of a sec
mode.

For an intermediate value of the dichroism (ga5p
30.4 ns21), the experimental scenario is as follows~see
Fig. 21!: We observe LFF for the dominating mode, which
in this case the one with higher optical frequency.~This is
also the lasing mode of the solitary laser.! The dynamics of
the mode that is disfavored by the dichroism are different
different LFF cycles of the dominating mode. In many cyc
the power of the weaker mode remains on~or very close to!
the spontaneous emission level. In some cycles also
weaker mode shows LFF, but with a smaller amplitude th
in the dominating mode. In these cases dropouts are sync
nous in the two polarization components. In the rest of
cycles the weak mode also starts with pulsations, but th
pulsations die out before the LFF cycle of the domina
mode is completed, i.e., the slow dynamics become
tiphased towards the end of the LFF cycle. The part of
time series displayed in Fig. 21 has been selected to dem
strate all of the three behaviors described above.

For ga50.4p ns21, which matches the value of the ex
perimental dichroism in Fig. 21, we observe in simulatio
with noise a behavior of LFF in both components with co
parable amplitude of the pulsations similar to the results
tained in Fig. 6.

For the case ofga5p ns21, the relative ratio between th
two polarization components is in between the values fo
for the limiting cases discussed above. In the stochastic c
we observe LFF of the dominant mode and a behavior of

FIG. 21. Time series of the polarization resolved power fo
VCSEL with an intermediate dichroism~device 2; dashed line
high-frequency mode; solid line, low-frequency mode!. Parameters,
T519 °C, r 350.33, threshold current of solitary laserI th

53.6 mA, threshold reduction 8%,ga5p30.4 ns21, gp'p
36 ns21, andI 53.64 mA (mexpt.51.01).
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weaker mode that matches the experimental dynamics
played in Fig. 21. For further increasing dichroism, the d
namics tend to a behavior that is dominated by simultane
increases of the mode after a dropout and a depletion of
Ex mode before the end of the LFF cycle. The larger t
dichroism, the closer the point of depletion of theEx mode
moves to the beginning of a LFF cycle, until the situati
reported above forga54p ns21 is encountered. Obviously
this type of behavior is common for semiconductor las
with gain anisotropies of the modes participating in the d
namics, e.g., also VCSELs with polarized feedback@10# and
edge-emitting lasers with frequency-selective feedb
@11,12,46#.

The appearance of a burst in the normally suppressed
larization component at a LFF event in the dominant o
roughly matches the experimental and numerical obse
tions in Ref.@4#. LFF of this kind were also obtained numer
cally in Ref. @13# and termed ‘‘type-II LFF.’’ In the latter
paper, it is also reported that one can move between ty
LFF ~synchronous dropouts! and type-II LFF~dropouts and
bursts! by changing the anisotropies of the free-running las
However, the type-I LFF reported in Ref.@13# were obtained
for the case of elliptical polarization, i.e., the polarizatio
modes were locked to a single frequency. This is not the c
in our experiments and simulations showing type-I LFF. T
difference may be due to the fact that the choice of para
eters leading to type-I LFF in Ref.@13# is likely to favor
elliptically polarized states also in the solitary laser.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, low-frequency fluctuations and polarizatio
dynamics in VCSELs with external isotropic feedback we
investigated numerically. The analysis was done in
framework of the spin-flip model modified by delayed fee
back terms. The dynamics is characterized by short pu
emitted at the external-cavity round-trip frequency and m
tiples of it and a low-frequency envelope. On the long tim
scales, spontaneous emission noise proved to be cruci
exciting a train of sudden, asymmetric power drops in
vicinity of the solitary laser threshold. The shape of th
dropouts matches the shape known from the low-freque
fluctuations ~LFF! in edge-emitting semiconductor laser
The polarization dynamics can exhibit simultaneous LF
LFF of one mode with short excitation of the other mo
after a dropout of the dominant mode, and intermediate s
narios. The average intensity ratio between the two polar
tion components and the occurrence of the above-mentio
scenarios was shown to depend on the dichroism of the
vice.

The theoretical results have been shown to match qua
tively well the experimental observations for different valu
of the dichroism. This suggests that a VCSEL with feedba
is a suitable system to study and compare the propertie
LFF in a two-mode and in a single-mode situation. Furth
more, both in experiments and simulations a transition fr
LFF to coherence collapse was observed for increasing
jection current. However, the clarification of the discrepan
5-15
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of the correlation properties of the polarization compone
is an important subject for future studies.

The agreement found between experiment and theory
the single-round-trip case and for multiple round-trips in t
external cavity with feedback strengths less thans
550, . . . ,60 ns21, where the dynamics are qualitatively u
changed, indicates that in the experiments theeffectivelevel
n

ic
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of feedback was in the regime of the single round-trip a
proximation.
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